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Abstract— To develop the waste water solutions challenging task. To design sustainable wastewater solution requires
information about new ideas, new systems and latest technology. Generally it is assumed that, decision making needs
to involve field experts and engineers to define values and brainstorms solution. This paper describes a decision
support system model that is designed to help community planners to identify the solution which balance the
environmental, economic and social needs. System will be scalable, adaptable and flexible. Our decision support
system will take modular description of components and description of community constraints, suggest the design of
alternative waste water system, and facilitates evaluating how well each design satisfies the given constraints.
Decision support system will give alternatives with visualization of the effect of various trade-offs and their effect in
the relation of the community’s goals.
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I. INTRODUCTION
It is notable that, after industrial revolution, population growth and urbanization there is intense need of wastewater
management system. As a research, the past few years have been seen significant growth in innovation based on the idea
of waste as resource rather than a non-usable material, with a focus on water energy and nutrients. The challenge of
providing good management of domestic and industrial sewage is becoming very urgent as the majority of sewage
infrastructure in the industrialized area will require changes and replacement in the near future and more than half of the
people living in the large cities in the developing world lack access to proper sanitation services. Growing cost in
combination with environmental concerns and the challenges involved in securing the quality and quantity of water
heighten the urgency of the issue
It has been repeatedly observed that successful implementation of scalable management solutions is strongly tied with
environmental ,social, economic and political issues at different level and thus requires active engagement of verity of
experts in addition to wastewater engineers identifying the most stable solution involves finding solution that minimize
negative effects, while maximizing benefits for local and global environments.
The challenge is considerable, it is context dependent and multidimensional in which competing objectives must be
identified and trade-offs made. Decision makers are struggling to identify the best solution for their specific goal, but
they simply do not have sufficient resources to carry out an integrated study, and they generally settled on the general
solution [2].
Guest et al. [3] discussed the challenges with sustainable wastewater management and that it is necessary to bring in
multiple options when identifying possible solutions. Decision support system (DSSs) can, for example, be designed to
allow in boot from different stakeholders involved in the decision making process as planners navigate through
complicated problems. Many decision support systems have been created to support take decision in wastewater
management [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]; see [8] for a review. Most DSSs focus almost exclusively on the technical and
economic aspects wastewater, while what is need is more appropriate approach, which considers social, legal,
environmental and other aspects of wastewater management a good decision support system takes input from different
users and analyses the impact of values and other factors.
The motive of this paper is to develop decision support system prototype that we will develop to help communities
effectively explore the design space of proper wastewater solutions that is appropriate for their particular context, and
make it possible for them to identify solution that balance environmental, economic and social needs. We will allow
more provision of new ideas and technologies. We also assume that it would be most beneficial if the DSSs allow users
to explore the consequences of various alternatives under different scenario and visualize the trade-offs between them.
To enable the different components to work together, the DSS should be based on a common vocabulary which can allow
the translations of different types of information and concepts between different users of the system. Our decision
support system will take input from three types of users.
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Information about physical components by engineers, inventors, technology firms and so on.
Information of constraints and conditions like geographical, regulatory and demographic given by township
planner.
Information about values, prediction collected from various users like NGOs, elected officials.

Architecture of ours DSS is contains three components. First component is the ontology. The system is built on open
platform with other vocabulary of various technical and non-technical aspects of wastewater solutions. A second
component is that the system is capable to create alternative solutions. The third component is system is able to
effectively communicate the trade-offs between these alternatives and simultaneously allow users to explore how their
values influence the outcome, that is which alternative solutions is best solution and why.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Helen E. Moga, James R. Mihelcic [2] had proposed sustainability of waste water treatment technology. The durability of
mechanical and the land treatment technologies for wastewater treatment is evaluated, using a set of sustainability
indicators developed particularly for this study. The results of this research are an attempt to look beyond the engineering
cost and environmental performance related with a particular treatment technology. One of motive of this paper is to start
a discussion on how to address more integrated evaluation of the overall sustainability of waste water treatment
technology.
J.P. Shim a, Merrill Warkrntin a, James F. Courteney b, Daniel J. Power c, Ramesh Sharda d, Christer Carlsson [9]
proposed past, present, future of decision support technology. This is research of past, present and future Decision
Support System for waste water management. They have proposed general criteria for implementing Decision Support
System for waste water management. Decision Support System researchers, developers and stack holders should
 Check areas where tools are required to transform uncertain and incomplete data, along with qualitative insights,
into useful knowledge.
 Give more details about effective decision making by using the intelligent systems and the methods.
 Find advancing software modules to enhance productivity of working and decision making time and
 Give assistance and guidance to DSS users in improving their core knowledge of effective decision support.
V. Novotny [10] proposed Water and Energy Link in the Cities of the Future Achieving Net Zero Carbon and Pollution
Emission Footprint. Water and energy uses are intertwined and represent significant portion of the total carbon emission
are attributed to water and used water delivery, treatment and disposal. Water conservation is the best alternative solution
to water availability problem because it reduces proportionality energy use and carbon emissions. Furthermore, energy
can be extracted from used water from heat pump for carbon credit. A common water to water heat pump provides 4-5
times more energy than it uses. The extracted water can be used to warm water in buildings or generate energy. If the
water use reduction goals water can be met by water conservation without reuse, a distributed water management system
is the best solution whereby highly treated effluent, after heat energy extracted, provide the irrigation, ecological flow to
receiving waters and water for down streams uses.
Brent C. Chamberlain, Giuseppe Carenini, Gunilla O berg , David Poole , And Hamed Taheri proposed a decision
support system for the design of wastewater solutions. In this system design gets generated but there is much scope to
improve this system. Instead of generating single design we can generate multiple designs. Revolution of design is
possible. Comparing designs will help to choose proper design. Change in design after change in input values will also
help to improve designs.
III. MOTIVATION
It has been repeatedly shown that successful implementation of robust wastewater management solutions are strongly
related to social, environmental, political, economic aspects and political aspects at different scales and thus requires
active engagement of variety of experts, in addition to wastewater engineers. Choosing the most sustainable and durable
solutions that maximizing benefits of local and global environment while minimize negative effects. Decision makers are
struggling to choose the best solution for their specific requirement, but they do not have sufficient resources to perform
integrated analysis, and they generally choose traditional solution. The fact that there is real need for decision support
system for wastewater management.
IV. PROPOSED APPROACH
A) System Architecture
 The data structure is built on ontology, derived from a number of imported domain specific and domain-independent
ontology, which provide an explicit taxonomy and vocabulary for sustainable and durable wastewater management.
 This data structure contains system components, community context and user values and the properties and
relationships which of these have with each other
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The design generation module can automatically generate a number of alternative wastewater system designs.
The decision Aid module support user to choose appropriate design.

Figure 1: The data structures (ovals) and two software modules (rectangles) of the sustainable wastewater decision
support system.
System mainly contains following components:
 Creation of ontology: by expert ontology is get created.
 Inputs: Components of wastewater management system, values, relation of components, constrains.
 Designs creation: generate design using input values, constraint and predefined data in ontology.
 Support to choose design:
o Compare generated design.
o Evaluate the design.
Change the design after changes in the input values.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed a Decision Support System Prototype that, when fully developed, can help community
planners to find the design space for sustainable and durable wastewater solution that is relevant for their constraints, and
identify wastewater management solution that balance environmental, economic, and social needs. Shift towards
sustainable and durable waste water management continues to research, we anticipate that tools like ours can help
improve innovation and help communities meet their sustainability goals.
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